
 Halakha

Renting Premises to a non Jew If
He Will Conduct Business There on
Shabbath

A Jewish landlord may rent his premises to a
non Jew, even though the landlord knows that the
non Jew will be transacting business in his building on
Shabbath. (The rental may not be made by the day
but must be made annually and the like).

The reason he may do this is because it is
common practice to rent out premises to others and
no one suspects that the Jew is involved in the
business that the non Jew will be transacting on
Shabbath. However, a Jew may not rent out premises
to a non Jew if people will think that the Jew is
involved in the business being conducted on
Shabbath.

In the days when people used bath houses, a
Jew could not rent a bath house to a non Jew,
because bath houses were known by their owners'
names and people would assume that the non Jew
was hired for the day to transact business on behalf
of the Jew on Shabbath. Similarly today, one could
not rent out any property if it was known that the
owner was Jewish and it would appear that the non
Jew was actually conducting his business on behalf
of the Jew on Shabbath.

(See Abodah Zara 21b. Shul¥an ‘Arukh, 243: 1 & 2)

Parasha

Na¥amu/Wa-eth-¥annan: We Can Feel
Confident about the Impending Geullah

Several times in the past, the Geullah (redemption)
could have taken place. Because of our sins, however, the
redemption was postponed and the Galuth (exile) became
lengthened. As it is said: Bishnath Zoth (in this year), which
refers to the year 5408, which was supposed to be the year
of the redemption as is mentioned in the holy Zohar.

Instead of the Geullah, however, many people were
killed that year in Poland, for our sins. When the real final
redemption takes place, people may question whether our
sins will again nullify the redemption so that it will not take
place, Heaven forbid. The answer to this doubt comes from
the words of the Prophet when he says: "Nahamu Nahamu"
(comfort, comfort), doubling the word Nahamu. One
Nahamu is for the Galuth itself and the other is for the fact
that the Galuth was extended and the Geullah postponed.

The prophecy continues: The time of the exile has
been fulfilled (d`av d`ln ik). This comes to teach us that once
the final time has come, it cannot be postponed further
because this is the time of the true Geullah.

(Na¥al Soreq, Haftarath WaEth-¥annan)
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Not Speaking from Barukh She-amar
One may not interrupt the prayer by speaking, from when one begins Barukh She-amar till the

completion of the 'Amidah. Even if it's for the purpose of a Mi£wah, one may not speak between Barukh
She-amar and Yishtabba¥.

The reason being that Barukh She-amar is the Berakha (blessing) before the Pesuqei Dezimra and
Yishtabba¥ is the final Berakhah. Nevertheless, if one did speak during between Barukh She-amar and the
Pesuqei Dezimra, or during the Pesuqei Dezimra itself, one does not need to repeat Barukh She-amar.

The above applies to talking. However, the Qaddish (until Be'alma), Qedusha and Barkhu may be
responded to. This applies even if one is in the blessing that is within Barukh She-amar. However, one may not
reply Amen to the portions after Be'alma in the Qaddish of Yehe Shelamah and 'Al Yisrael. Barukh Hu Ubarukh
Shemo may not be said at the mention of G-d's Name in the blessings. The same rules apply when one is in
the middle of the Pesuqei DeZimra.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 51:4 with Rama. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid, Oth 7, 11)

Letting the Fringes of the ¢i££ith (¤alith Gadol) Drag on the Ground
Something that I have noticed over the years is that people are becoming increasingly careless about letting

the fringes on the four corners of the ¢i££ith (¤alith Gadol) drag on the ground. This is something that must be
avoided.

It says in 'Od Yoseph ¡ai that one must be particular when wearing the ¢i££ith, that the fringes should not
drag on the ground, and even more so when he is walking. He adds that if you see someone who is wearing a ¤allith
Gadol stepping on the ¢i££ioth (fringes) without even realizing it, then whoever sees him doing this, must go over
and tell him, so that he will pick up the ¢i££ioth from under his feet.

This does not only apply to when a person is stepping on the ¢i££ioth. He adds that even if a person is sitting
and the four corners with the fringes are under him, it is also an insult to them and he must remove them from under
him. This refers specifically to the fringes and not to the garment itself, which is not of concern in this matter.

I personally, would urge everybody to be particular about this matter, because it appears to be an area where
everyone has made a Hetter (permission to ignore it) for themselves. Whereas, on the contrary, they should be very
particular to ensure that the fringes are neither dragging on the floor, nor under their feet, nor are they sitting on
them.

(See 'Od Yoseph ¡ai, Parashath Lekh Lekha, Oth Geemal)

      Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h
One of the Purposes of Tefillah (Prayer)

One of the main purposes of Tefillah is to create a close relationship with Hashem. Just like in any
interpersonal relationship, the element of communication is something that creates closeness and the
absence of it leads to a distant relationship, perhaps even to its breakdown, so too, regular and constant
communication with G-d, in the form of prayer, is what cements the closeness and quality of the relationship.

Very often, women feel overwhelmed and overburdened by the seemingly unending daily chores, combined
with the demands of raising one’s children, for whom one must be on call twenty four hours a day, especially
if they also carry the burden of bringing income into the home. Finding time to pray may therefore seem like
a luxury. But we must not make that mistake.

It is precisely because we set aside time from our arduous schedule, that gives us the energy we feel
we lack. This is what gives us the strength and ability to be better wives, mothers and people. And more
importantly, as I have mentioned, it cements the bond with Hashem, as a result of which, He gives us the
blessings that He has kept in store for us.
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